It is kno\vn tha~ the standard Friedman cosmology with f...: = 0 can be described equivalently in a conformal frame in which the spacetime is Minkowskian but a.ll particle masses uniformly scale with epoch. In a \Iachia.n theory of gravity chis spa.cetime dependence of mass is understood in terms of inertial interactions. This picture is shown to be more. versatile than standard cosmology because it allows one to interpret objects of anomalously high reclshift to be 'young' objects whose particle masses are lagging behind the universal mRss function. vVe discuss he!·e a variety of extragR.lR.ctic phenomena within the framework of this model and show that these can be understood without recourse to adjustible parameters such as evolution, cosmologi"cal constant etc.
· INTRODUCTION
The Friedman solutions of Einstein's field equations provide the conventional framework for understanding the redshifts of extragalactic objects. These solutions use the non-Euclidean Riemannian geometry of the Robertson-Walker metric (1) for describing the cosmological spacetime. Here (1·, B, <P) are the comoving coordinates of a typical extragalactic object and t the cosmic time. Tlie hypersurfaces T = constant are homogeneous and isotropic with constant curvature that is positive ( k = 1), zero ( k = 0) or negative ( k = -1). The redshift of a galaxy is given by 1 +z=S (To) S(TI)
where T 1 = epoch when light left the galaxy and To = epoch when light is received by us (as typical observers). The fact that all galaxies (and QSOs) show redshifts that systematically increase with distance means that S( To) > S( TI) for all T 1 < To.
That is, S( T) is a monotonic increasing function of T which leads to the usual conclusion that the universe is expanding. The Hubble constant relating redshift to distance is given by
The Einstein field equations determine S( T) as a function ofT for different values of k and for the matter treated as dust. These are the well known Friedman solutions.
The above paragraph summarizes the simplified conventional picture of modern cosmology. Reality is now being realized to be more complicated. For example, galaxies appear to have large scale streaming motions and random motions within clusters, and hence the constancy of (r, (}, <P) for a galaxy is not rigorously correct (Narlikar 1992) . Even assuming that these motions add a Doppler component to
. z, there are problems with understanding the origin of the numerous instances of anomalous redshifts (Arp 1987) . Because no understanding is possible within the conventional framework for these latter phenomena, they are often dismissed as unproven or insignificant.
We believe that with the steady accumulation of evidence for anomalous redshifts it is no longer possible to ignore them. It is time to look for a theoretical framework, a framework that accommodates them along with the large body of conventional evidence for cosmological redshifts. Here we attempt such n. framework. The following two sections give the broad theoretical outline while section IV concentrates on observations.
THE 'VARIABLE MASS HYPOTHESIS'
In 1977 one of us (N arlikar 1977) had proposed a variation of the Hoyle-Narlikar conformal theory of gravity (Hoyle and Narlikar 1966) . \Ve shall refer to that paper
as PlL]JCr I, aud ww some of the basic results derived t.hen•iu. Tlw field cqua.tious of the theory are as follows:
Here m is the universal mass function which, as per (5), has sources in the number density N of particles in the universe. All particle masses scale with space and time according to m. The theory is therefore entirely Machian in charaster and since it allows for spacetime-dependent masses we will refer to it as the Variable Mass Hypothesis (VMH).
As was discussed by Hoyle and Narlikar (op. cit.) , the field equations (4) are conformally invariant and reduce to those of general relativity in the conformal frame m =constant. We shall refer to this frame as the relativistic frame. However, it is not always possible to enforce this frame, especially in a spacetime region where m = 0. If we insist 01i using this frame we may have to pay a price in terms of geometrical singularities. It was shown by Kembhavi (1978) that the zero mass hypersurfaces are none other than the spac~time singularities that appear in the p;cnC'rnl rdn.t.ivist.i!· solnt.inns.
We illustrate this statement with the flat spacetime solution of the equations ( 4), ( 5). It can be easily verified that the solution of these equations is given by the Minkowski metric (G) with the mass function
the number density of particles being constant in the comoving reference frame (r,B,¢).
We have here a fiat spacetime cosmology in which light waves travel without spectral shift. How then do we explain reclshift? Consider a galaxy G at a given radial coordinate r, the observer being at r = 0. A light ray leaving the galaxy at t 0 -r / c reaches the observer at time t 0 . Since. the mass of all subatomic particles scale as t 2 , the emitted wavelengths go as m-1 <X t-2 • Hence we get the factor (8) as the ratio of the wavelength actually emitted by the galaxy to the wavelength emitted in the laboratory of the observer. As such the observed cosmological redshift is the consequence of the systematic increase in particle masses with the t-epoch. 
It is well known that all Robertson-Walker cosmological models are conformally flat. Explicit conformal transformations taking the k = ±1 models to the flat spacetime were given by Infeld and Schild (1945) . However, in such cases the conformal function depends both on r and r. Thus it is possible to obtain fiat spacetime solutions of equations ( 4) and ( 5), but in these cases the mass function depends on r and t. Such solutions are ruled out in our present cosmology by the requirement that the hypersurfaces t = constant are homogeneous and isotropic.
Nevertheless, such solutions may be of relevance to local regions containing compact massive objects. Indeed, although we have replaced the usual cosmological expansion by an epoch dependent particle mass, local gravitational redshifts will require 111 depcudiug ou space as wdl as time. Siuce this pnper denls will ewnuological effects we will confine our attention to the simple model described by equations (6)-(10).
Notice that in a well behaved conformal transformation the conformal function should not vanish or become infinite. Here we have to pay the price of choosing a conformal function that vanishes at t = 0 : for in the relativistic frame the r = 0, t = 0 hypersurface has the (big bang) si1igulari t y.
The fiat spacetime cosmology admits anomalous redshifts in a natural way, as was shown in PaJH'.T I. Suppose the zero mass hypcrsurface has a kink as shown in Figure 1 . The worlclline of a QSO, Q (say) intersects it at an epoch t 1 > 0. As shown in Paper I. the particle mass function in Q starts ticking from this epoch.
Thus at an epoch t "> t 1 it will be ex: (t-ti) 2 . The interpretation of this result is simple; the particle receives all inertial contributions of 1/r type from · a past light cone extending from t to t 1 •
In Figure 1 we see a QSO, Q, .and a galaxy, G, both close neighbours but the worldline of Q passes through the kink while that of G does not. For particles in G the mass function is ex: t 2 at epoch t. If both Q and G are at a distance r fr.om the observer, formula (8) gives the respective redshifts as
So we have ZQ > za and an anomalous redshift for the QSO. Narlikar and Das (1980) (hereafter Paper II) considered such pairs.
As illustrated in Figure 1 , the worldlines of Q and G continue on both sides of the zero mass hypersurface. However, the appearance of m, = 0 corresponds in the relativistic frame to the spacetime singula1·ity, thus giving an incomplete (and erroneous) view of a universe 'beginning' at r = 0. In practice we may interpret the Figure 1 as describing a QSO ejected from the neighbour galaxy. Paper II had given a detailed dynamical study of such pairs.
SOME IMPLICATIONS OF FLAT SPACETIME COS-MOLOGY
vVe consider a few issues that pertain t.o the fiat spacetime picture given by the VMH:
How can a static, matter-filled universe remain stable? Would it not collapse as Einstein (a? even earlier; Newton) found? The answer is that stability is guaranteed by the mass dependent terms on the right hand side of ( 4). Small perturbations of the flat Minkowski spacetime would lead to small oscillations about the line. element (6) rather than to a collapse.
(ii) Hubble'., ConJtant : Suppose in (8) the galaxy G is nearby. As seen by the observer, it looks younger in age by rjc, compared to the galaxy of the observer. However, this age is measured on the t-scale. If ohe uses standard atomic/nuclear/particle physics for determining the age of a galaxy one must use the ;-scale. Since to = 3To, we have D.t = 6.;. Now the first order Taylor expansion of ( 8) gives for small redshifts
Since r/c = D.t = 6.;, we can express (13) by
Thus the Hubble relation is really an agc-redshift effect.
(iii) The surface brightness test : It is argued by Sandage and Perelmuter ( 1990 a,b) that the surface brightness of a galaxy (with a 'standard candle' and 'standard size' assumption built in) varies with redshift as (1+z)-4 in standard cosmology and this fact can be used to distinguish it from other cosmologies where the redshift does not arise from expansion.
In our model the surface brightness can be related to redshift in this.-way :
For galaxies whose worlcllines cross the zero mass hypersurface at t = 0, the luminosity scales as m 2 while surface area scales as m -2 . Hence energy flux per unit area per unit time scales as m 4 , i.e., as ( 1 + z )-4 • Thus the present theory would predict the same relation as standard cosmology. This is not surprising since the present cosmology is a confonnal transform of standard cosmology.
It would, however be interesting to see how the surface brightness behaves with redshift for the anomalous redshift objects since for them the predicted relation would be different and more complicated.
A BETTER FIT TO THE OBSERVATIONS
The primary evidence which needs to be explained by any theory is the observed redshift-distance relation for normal galaxies. In the early seventies Fred Hoyle (1972) showed that the Hubble law could be produced in one mathematical step from an equation equivalent to (11). This is because the look-back time to a distant galaxy shows it at an P-nrlier era when its particle masses me smaller and its rcdshift therefore higher.
From (13) (Tully 1988 , Giraud 1988 . Can both the H 0 = 50 and Ho = 80 to 100 mea.surements be right?
In fact evidence has been presented to show that as one goes to higher redshift Hlllllplt~H lllll'lH'l'fOL'l't~ r~lll'UIIIllt~lH gllltixit•H yo1111gt'l' 1.1!1111 1.111' liOilll (J\tp 10!)1).
By our equation ( 11) they will have larger intrinsic redshifts. Fig. 2 shows how such galaxies would raise the Hubble constant above the local value of 50.
(Remember that any young, higher redshift galaxies would be automatically considered out of our local region). Our suggestion is that both sets of observations are valid and that H 0 only appears to increase from the cortect value of H 0 = 50 due to the inclusion of an increasing number of younger galaxies at higher redshift.
(ii) Evolution Away from the Hubble Relation at High z : Spinrad and Djorgovski
( 1 !)87) report measures o( radio galaxies which deviate from the Hubble relation by 5-6 mags at z ~ 1.5. This is conventionally attributed to evolution but it requires these galaxies to be 100-240 times brighter in the past than at present.
Naturally this requires "star bnrsts" of unprecedent.ecl scale and would make it necessary, to observe hydrogen dominated precusor galaxies which have not been seen.
If, however, these active galaxies and the material in them have been created more recently we would expect by our precepts to have them deviate to higher redshift from the Hubble line. In this respect the radio galn.xies would have a deviation due. to intrinsic redshift intermediate between quasars and normal galaxies. This would agree with their gcnera.lly intermediate physical properties.
Ivlore normal E galaxies, however, can be measured out to reclshifts z ~ 1.
For observations in the infrared where young stars hardly affect the magnitude we see deviations of about 2 mag. brightward from an unevolved Hubble line of q 0 = 0. 17 It is interesting to note that our predicted value of H 0 pertains only locally, for z --+ 0. If we differentiate equation (8) we obtain :
Therefore for z = 1 we predict H = 2.8H 0 • If this were interpreted as a deviation from the Hubble relation in an expanding universe it would require a normal galaxy to be 2.3 mag. more luminious in the past. But, in fact, as we see in both the Bruzal (1983) and Grasdalen (1980) analyses this is just about the 2 mag. deviation from the Hubble line which is observed in normal E galaxies. The point is that the additional epicycle of systematic evolution which is needed in the Big Bang theory to reconcile theory with observations is not needed in the Hat spacetime cosmology discussed here.
(iii) The Dispersion in the Hubble Relation for Cluster Galaxies :
It is often claimed that the Hubble relation for clusters of galaxies is so tight that it precludes any other explauation thmi an expanding universe. vVc agree that it has sma.ll dispersion, too small in fact for the kind of universe we a.re supposed t.o live On the large scale the universe could not be expanding in shells because the liklihood of our being at the exact centre of all these shells is vanishingly small. On the small scale any large number of peculiar velocities appreciably Therefore the existence of large scale systematic ns well as larg~ and smnll random velocities are observationally excluded.
The "missing mass" problem which arises from the inferred peculiar velocities and velocity dispersions of galaxies, however, gives us the same answer.
Since strenuous observational and laboratory searches have not detected the theoreticians' menu of exotic dark matter we are pushed toward the conclusion that, with the exception of fiat rotation curves in spiral galaxies, the galaxy redshifts need not translate into true velocities.
Redshifts which arise from a difference in age, however, could solve the quantization problem in a natural way. Creation processes which produce galn. xies n.t cliffereu t time's must ori"ginn te at n zero mnss surface. Close to the zero mass surface the classical action is very small and hence physics is dictated by quantum considerations. Thus one could argue that the mat.erial that emerges from the zero mass, quantum mechanical realm may do so in discrete bursts spaced at discrete intervals. This could lead to a quantized distribution of redshift intervals. Although this is at the moment only a crude suggestion, the alternative of trying to explain the observed quantization in a Yelocity-only universe seems quite daunting.
(v) Exce,,s Red,qhifts of (Jnasar.~ and Active Galaxies : For more than 2[) years evidence has been building up that quasars of generally large redshifts are associated with larger, much lower redshift galaxies . Recent analyses of all known quasms reinforce this conclusion very strongly (Burbidge ct al lDDO ). This result is, of course, inexplicable on the conventional intPrprdation. There is a natural explanation, however, if the quasars represent. newly created material ejected from a nearby galaxy (Narlikar and Das 1980) . There is considerable evidence for such ejection ( Arp 1987) . The attractive feature of explaining the quasar redshifts by young matter is that the quasars appear young -i.e. with unsustainable energy densities and compact morphologies and in some cases with evidence for young stars. Active galaxies which also show excess redshifts but lesser in amount, would represent a later development stage as this intrinsic redshift decays with age.
{vi) Exce33 Red3hift3 of Companion Galaxie3 and Star3 :
Galaxies characteristically group together in space usually around a large, don~inant galaxy. The rather normal looking companion galaxies have redshifts systenmtica.lly larger by the order of 100 km s-1 (also quantized). In just the two nearest groups, the Local Group and M81 Group, this excess is found to be statistically significant at the 1-5 x 10-7 level (Arp 1987, 19!H) .
The only apparent difference between these companions and the domina.nt.
galaxy is that the former appear to be slightly younger. By our equation (8), however, they would only need to be 8 x 10 6 years younger to give this observed excess redshift. But this age difference corresponds to a fraction of only "" 5 x 10-·l of the prcsunwd age of the pn:-scnt p;n.lnxy. Such small np;c differences would not he readily detectable in a composite Hertzspnmg-Russcll diagram. As a consequence intrinsic, excess redshifts in a munbcr of galaxies of different morphology <uHl actiYity could be cnsily explained by our model even though the stellar composition of these galaxies looked quite normal Assuming from the above that the brightest star,q in a number of galaxies show excess, non-velocity redshifts; the fact that our static model predicts the vn.lnc:;; of these intrinsic rr.dshift.s qnantitati71f-:ly ns a fnnd.ion of np;<' would sc·c·m to be a strong point in its favour. lG
THE COSMIC MICROWAVE BACKGROUND
Although the topic of microwave background will be discussed by us in greater detail in a subsequent paper, we make a few remarks of a qualitative nature here in anticipation of the inevitable question : 'How do you explain the origin of the microwave background in a static universe?'
In the mid-seventies Fred Hoyle (1975) had discussed the nature of cosmic microwave background in the Hoyle-Narlikar cosmology as described in our flat spacetime solution of equations (6) The radiation from such events would naturally remain. Indeed, if it is argued tha.t all helium found in the universe is mnclc in such mini-hnng nuclcosynthcsis in relatively recent epochs, then the resulting radiation can, in terms of energy density, entirely account for the ob~cn·ccl microwave background . The problem is how to thcrma.li;r,c t.lw rnclia tion.
Thermalization with the help of graphite or carbon whiskers condensed from the metallic vapours ejected by supernovae is a possible mechanism as discussed by . The important point to note is that out to redshift of z "' 4, the needles would generate an optical.depth of r "' 7 which can lead to smoothening the microwave background to fluctuations in temperatures ~T /T of the order of a few times 10-6 • Thus the apparent patchiness of sources in the form of mini .. bangs is not inconsistent with the observed level of structures in the microwave background (Smoot et al, 1992) .
SUMMARY
In our model the universe is not expanding, and the redshift arises from the ageredshift effect. A dispersionless redshift-distance relation results for galaxies which are all of the same age. Currently observed deviations from the Hubble relation are accounted for without the customary introduction of added assl,lmptions. Most importantly the static universe with creation at different epochs explains a number of observations which cannot be accounted for by the Big Bang theory: for example, association of high redshift quasars and galaxies with low redshift gala..'<ies, apparent large extragalactic peculiar velocities, quantization of redshifts and small but well determined excess redshifts of comi)anion galaxies and stars.
The VMH automatically satisfies the surface brightness test for galaxies which has been put forward as a test for expansion. The static universe solution is stable against collapse, the point which originally caused Einstein to seek a cosmological constant term. Finally, the Euclidean, fiat space-time becomes a natural, prim<u·y reference frame i"n which cosmological processes are most simply described.
·In this paper we have confined our attention to the redshift ·effect which is commonly interpreted as the result of expansion of .the universe. How does our alternative of a static universe explain the cosmic microwave background and the abundances of light nuclei? We will discuss this important question in a subsequent paper. G crossing the zero mass hypersurface. The latter crosses the hypersurface at t = 0 while the former. crosses it at t = h > 0. The hypersurface as a kink which raises it from the generic value t = 0 to a local value t = t 1 • Fig.2 The Hubble diagram from rotational Tully-Fisher distances (drF) plotted against redshifts ( v 0 ) for a sample of Sc spiral galaxies. These distances are not derived from the systemic redshifts of the galaxies but through their inferred rotational masses. For low redshift galaxies a very accurate fit to H 0 =50 km s-1 Mpc-1 is evident. From Arp (1988) . 
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